Abstract-In this paper, we studied the problem of reverse k nearest neighbors (RkNN) in directed road network, where a road segment can have a particular orientation. A RNN query returns a set of data objects that take query point as their nearest neighbor. Although, much research has been done for RNN in Euclidean and undirected network space, very less attention has been paid to directed road network, where network distances are not symmetric. In this paper, we provided pruning rules which are used to minimize the network expansion while searching for the result of a RNN query. Based on these pruning rules we provide an algorithm named SWIFT for answering RNN queries in static directed road network. We evaluated SWIFT on a real world road network and our experimental results show that SWIFT significantly outperforms the naïve algorithm in terms of computational cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial databases offer large number of services such as nearest neighbor, resource allocation, and preferential search etc. These services have not only changed peoples daily life but also scientific research. For example, people now rely on location-based services to plan and manage their trips. This new demand for location-aware services has resulted in development of efficient algorithms and many novel query types for spatial databases. One of them is reverse nearest neighbor (RkNN). While a lot of attention has been given to this problem because of its practical applicability [1] - [3] , most of it exclusively focuses on Euclidian space or undirected road network.
Consider a query point q and a set O of points of interest (POIs) e.g. offices, universities, schools etc. We use d(q, o) to denote network distance from query object q to data object o. Given a query point q, RkNN query returns a set of data points o ∈ O such that q is one of there k nearest neighbor i.e. RkN N (q) = o ∈ d(o, q) ≤ d(o, o k ) where o k is the k th nearest neighbor of data point o. Let's take an example of taxi service where a customer requests for a taxi and one of many taxis under the company has to pick the user from the specified location, as shown in the Fig. 1 , t 1 is closest to q 1 . However, t 1 in not the RNN of q 1 because the nearest neighbor of t 1 is q 2 while the nearest neighbor of q 1 is t 2 so instead of taxi t 1 taxi t 2 should be responsible for providing the service to q 1 . RkNN has received a lot of attention [4] , [5] from the research community for applications like emergency response team and taxi providing services. In general, RkNN query can further be classified into two groups monochromatic and biochromatic. Our example above is of biochromatic RkNN query where query q and data object o belong to two different types of set. Consider the example where we want to find similar documents to a particular document q. This problem is monochromatic as both the query q and data objects belong to same data set O.
A naïve technique for finding RkNN of a query point q is to calculate nearest neighbors of all data points and those objects that have query point q as one of there k nearest neighbor are the answer objects but this technique has very high computation cost. One straight forward approach is to cache the results of each query however if there is change in data points set all cached results become invalid.
In this paper we propose an algorithm SWIFT that can efficiently find reverse nearest neighbors in a directed road network. The contributions of this paper are as following:
• We present an algorithm for calculation of RkNN in a directed road networks.
• We provide a pruning rule that minimizes the network expansion for finding RkNN in directed road networks.
• We discuss why RkNN algorithm for undirected road is not applicable to directed road networks.
• We conduct experiments to study the effects of various parameters and show superiority of SWIFT over naïve algorithm. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section Fig. 2 . Examples (a) undirected road network (b) directed road network II surveys related work and limitation of undirected algorithms. Section III explains terms and definitions used in this paper as well as gives explanation about the problem and some pruning rules. Section IV explains the working of SWIFT algorithm. Section V discusses the experimental results. Section VI gives concluding remarks and future way through.
II. RELATED WORK
Section II-A surveys RkNN in spatial databases and Section II-B discusses why undirected algorithms are not applicable to directed road networks.
A. Reverse Nearest Neighbor in Euclidean and Road Networks
RkNN was first introduced by Korn et al. [1] where they used pre-computations to answer the RNN for a query object q. Drawback of this technique was that they were only able to answer RkNN query for a fixed value of k. Stanoi et al. [6] proposed an algorithm that did not require preprocessing. They proposed partitioning algorithm that divides the whole space into six equal regions of 60
• . It can be verified that the possible RNN of q can only be the nearest point to q found in each of the six regions. This proves that in 2D space, there can be at most six RNNs for a query point q.
Sun et al. [3] presented a continuous monitoring in bichromatic RkNN queries. They used multiway tree with each query to assign it a monitoring region and only updates in the monitoring region affects the result. However, it is only applicable to bichromatic queries and can only answer queries when k = 1.
Cheema et al. [5] presented continuous reverse nearest neighbor queries for both Euclidian and spatial road network and suggested pruning rules for road networks. Similarly, Man L Yiu. [4] proposed a method for finding RkNN in an undirected road network. They proposed two algorithms eager & lazy, both algorithms are quite similar to Dijkstra algorithm. In eager approach they try to prune nodes that cannot be reverse nearest neighbor of query point q proactively. In lazy approach they exploit the verification phase of their algorithm to prune nodes for their future searches. However, both these algorithms work for undirected road network only as the exploit symmetric property of undirected graphs which is not applicable to directed road networks.
B. Limitations of Undirected Algorithms in Directed Graphs
For better presentation we create Table I that summarizes all the notations we use in this paper. SWIFT is closest to Man L Yiu. [4] algorithm. Fig. 2a shows an undirected road network where there are two data objects o 1 , o 2 and a query object q and k = 1 (number of RNN to find) which are denoted by rectangles and triangle, respectively. The distances between q to o 1 and o 2 is 1 and 5 respectively. Thus, the query result is O
due to symmetric nature of undirected graphs. However, we can clearly see in Fig. 2b the query result O
is the correct RNN for query object q.
TABLE I SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS

Notations Explaination
G(N, E)
The graph model of road network where,denotes nodes and,denotes edges in graph.
n i A node in the graph, where,is integer e.g. n 1
ns Start node of a sequence.
ne End node of a sequence.
ns, n s+1 ...ne A sequence in graph, where ns, is start node and ne is end,node of a sequence.
Network distance between node n i and n j .
k Represent number of NN to be found.
− −− → n j n j Represent directed edge between n i and n j .
n i n j Represent undirected edge between n i and n j .
O q k
Represent answer objects for RkNN(q) and k denotes number of nearest neighbors.
seq base Represent start point of network expansion for the sequence.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Section III. A defines the terms and notations used overall in the paper.
A. Definitions and Notations
1) Directed Road Network:
A directed road network is a type of road network where each edge has a particular orientation. For example n s n e is a sequence which has no In case of such sequences we are allowed to travel them in any direction either it be n s to n e or n e to n s . However, incase of −−→ n s n e we can only travel it from n s to n e . Consider segment −−→ n 1 n 2 in Fig. 2b , it is only travelable from n 1 to n 2 .
2) Nodes Classification: A node can belong to one of the three following categories. (i) A node is referred as terminal node if the degree of node is 1. (ii) A node is referred as intermediate node if the degree of node is exactly 2. (iii) Finally, if degree of node is larger than 2, it is referred as intersection node.
3) Sequence: A sequence is a set of node such as n s , n s+1 , n s+2 ...n e−1 , n e denotes a path from n s to n e , such that n s and n e must either be an intersection node or a terminal node and all nodes in-between n s and n e must be intermediary nodes. For the sake of simplicity we assume that all edges in a sequence have same direction. Note that in a directed road network d(n s , n e ) � = d(n e , n s ) as it is not symmetric like an undirected road network. Here d(n s , n e ) denotes the weight of the sequence.
4) Spatial Network:
A graph is represented by G(N, E), where N is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges. Each edge in a graph has exactly two distinct nodes and weight is assigned to it, which is the cost of traveling the edge. In case of road networks this cost can be considered as time taken to travel the edge which may change many times during a day depending upon the traffic on road. It also has an orientation assigned to it, which can be directed or undirected. Throughout this paper we use n s n e to represent an undirected edge where n s and n e are boundary nodes of the sequence, whereas −−→ n s n e is used to show directed sequence. Of course the direction of arrow represents the direction of the sequence. We use −−→ n i n j to denote a directed segment. A segment is a single edge in a graph so, a sequence can be compromised of many edges. Similarly, we use n i n j to represent an undirected edge in the graph where i and j are some positive integers.
B. Problem Description
To provide clear explanation of SWIFT algorithm, we use a directed road network shown in the Fig. 3 . It has following characteristics; it has six data objects denoted by squares, i.e. o 1 , o 2 ...o 6 , three directed edges, i.e. −−→ n 4 n 1 , −−→ n 5 n 7 and −−→ n 7 n 6 , it has seven undirected edges, i.e. n 3 n 4 , n 4 n 5 , n 5 n 6 , n 4 n 7 , n 2 n 1 , n 6 n 2 , and n 1 n 5 , a query point q denoted by a triangle. The numbers on the line denote the distances e.g. d(n 3 , o 1 ) = 1 while d(n 3 , n 4 ) = 2.
Road network in Fig. 3 is comprised of nine sequences i.e. n 1 n 2 n 6 , n 1 n 5 , −−→ n 4 n 1 , n 3 n 4 , n 4 n 7 ,n 4 n 5 , n 5 n 6 , −−→ n 5 n 7 , −−→ n 7 n 6 . Here
Before we present our pruning lemmas we need to define the term choke node. A node is said to be a choke if there exists at least k objects such that d(n, q) > d(n, {o k }) holds true where o k can be any object.
Lemma 1. If a choke node is part of shortest path from o to q, then such object cannot be RNN of query object q.
Proof. Let's assume we have a node such that d(n, q) > d(n, {o 1 , o 2 }) holds true. Let o 1 and o 2 be the nodes closer to the node n than query object q. Let o 3 be the object which has node n in its shortest path to q. Distance from o 3 to q will be equal to d(o 3 , n) + d(n, q) but we already know that d(n, q) > d(n, o 1 , o 2 ). Hence {o 1 , o 2 } will automatically become NN for o 3 so it cannot be RNN of q.
Lemma 2. All intermediate nodes of a sequence become choke if both n s , n e are choke nodes.
Proof. Let's assume a sequence with infinite length. When both n s and n e are choke nodes all intermediate nodes will also be choke as the shortest path of any object in this sequence will either pass through n s or n e and using Lemma 1 they cannot be RNN for query point. Hence, all intermediate nodes become choke nodes.
In Fig. 3 when k = 2, n 4 is a choke node as d(n 4 , q) = 3 while d(n 4 , o 2 ) = 2, d(n 4 , o 1 ) = 1 and d(n 4 , o 3 ) = 2.
IV. SWIFT REVERSE NEAREST NEIGHBOR
SWIFT algorithm has two Phases. In phase 1, we find candidate reverse nearest neighbors while in phase 2 we verify the candidate objects found in phase 1 to be actual reverse nearest neighbors. Section IV-A describes our SWIFT algorithm used to find RNN in a directed road network. Section IV-B explains running example of Fig. 3 .
A. Overview
SWIFT transverses the road network incrementally, similar to Dijkstra's algorithm. It starts expanding the network from the location of query object q in an increasing order of distance from the query object. Whenever, a sequence n s n e is popped, it is examined for data objects and if any data object is found, it becomes a candidate answer object and a range-NN query is issued to verify if k nearest neighbors of object under consideration contains query point q. This process continues until the min-heap is empty. Fig. 4 present details of the SWIFT algorithm used to find RkNN for a query point q. It initializes a min-heap with an empty set and starts expanding the network from the active 2 qn 5 , n 3 n 4 , n 4 n 7 3 n 3 n 4 , n 1 n 5 , n 5 n 6 , n 4 n 7 4 n 1 n 5 , n 5 n 6 , n 4 n 7 5 n 5 n 6 , n 1 n 2 n 6 , n 4 n 7 , − −− → n 4 n 1 6 n 1 n 2 n 6 , n 4 n 7 , − −− → n 4 n 1 , − −− → n 7 n 6 7 n 4 n 7 , − −− → n 4 n 1 , − −− → n 7 n 6 if < seq, d(q, n) > / ∈ explored and seq base / ∈ chokenodes then 8: explored ← explored ∪ {seq} 9: for all data objects o do 10: sequence where the query object q is found. When a query object is found in a sequence it is broken into two sequences and query object q is made their base node seq b ase, while for any other sequence either n s or n e becomes its base node. Whenever, a new candidate object o ′ is found in a sequence a range-NN query is issued, where range is equal to d(q, o ′ ).
Recall that in case of directed road network
. If KN N (seq base ) ≥ k and k ∈ KN N (seq base ) then, the base node of active sequence is marked as choke node using Lemma 1. However, if Lemma 1 is not applicable then adjacent sequences of the sequence end node n e are added to min-heap and n e is made seq base node for these adjacent sequences. When the min-heap is exhausted the algorithm stops and O q k is returned. It should be noted that the network expansion is in opposite direction of the direction of roads.
During the execution of algorithm we cache the results of all nodes and data objects, so multiple requests from same nodes and objects can be avoided. After the completion of algorithm the cache is cleared in order to make memory foot print small.
B. Running Example
We now discuss the working of SWIFT for given query point q in Fig. 3 . We are evaluating the result for O q 2 , here k = 2. Table II shows min-heap states during the execution of algorithm.
As discussed earlier in Section IV-A SWIFT will start from the active sequence n 4 n 5 where the query object q exists. Sequence n 4 n 5 is broken into two sequences n 4 q and qn 5 , each is added into min-heap to be evaluated separately. First pop results in n 4 q, but no data points are found in this sequence. Thus, adjacent sequences n 3 n 4 and n 4 n 7 of n 4 are added to min-heap. Next, qn 5 is popped and since no data points are found on this sequence, adjacent sequences n 1 n 5 and n 5 n 6 of n 5 is added to min-heap.
As show in Fig. 5a we discover our first candidate object o 1 on our sequence n 3 n 4 , a range-NN of 4 query is issued, and it is determined that KN N (n 4 ) = {o 2 , o 3 } as
Hence, node n 4 is marked as choke node. As there are no adjacent sequences of node n 3 no new sequence is added to min-heap and the execution continues to next sequence i.e. n 1 n 5 .
As shown in Fig. 5b data object o 6 is found in this sequence and when range-NN query of 3 is issued it is determined that it is in fact our RKNN. As 2NN of o 6 = {q, o 5 }. Thus, adjacent sequences −−→ n 4 n 1 and n 1 n 2 n 6 are added to the min-heap.
As the algorithm continues its execution, next it pops n 5 n 6 but as no data object is found, the adjacent sequence −−→ n 7 n 6 is added to min-heap. As shown in Fig. 5c , next n 1 n 2 n 6 is popped and it takes the path n 1 n 5 q and becomes the second answer object. Since, no new adjacent sequences are found nothing is added to min-heap.
As shown in Fig. 6a next, n 4 n 7 is popped, but recall that n 4 was marked as choke so the sequence is immediately pruned and after adding adjacent sequence −−→ n 5 n 7 , algorithm moves to next sequence i.e. −−→ n 4 n 1 .
As shown in Fig. 6b 2NN of data object o 2 are {o 5 , o 6 }, therefore node n 1 is marked as choke node, and no new sequence is added to min-heap. Next sequence −−→ n 5 n 7 is popped from min-heap and since no data object is found on this sequence the algorithm continues to next sequence. As shown in Fig. 6c that the next sequence popped is −−→ n 7 n 6 and it is found that 2NN of data object o 4 are {o 6 , o 5 }. Thus, node n 6 is marked as coke node and adjacent sequence n 4 n 7 is again added to min-heap with n 7 as seq base .
As shown in Fig. 6a, 2NN of o 3 are {o 4 , o 5 } but as node n 6 is a choke node execution terminates on it and the algorithm also terminates after returning the O q 2 = {o 6 , o 5 }.
V. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Section V-A explains our experimental settings and in Section V-B we discuss the results of our experiment by comparing them to naïve algorithm.
A. Experimental Setup
We use a real world data road map [7] of North America (NA). It is a world of 5000 × 5000km 2 , comprising of 175,813 nodes and 179,179 edges. It has been used in many performance evaluations as well [8] , [9] . The direction to the edges is assigned randomly and skewed data points distribution of is opted. For comparing the performance of this algorithm we also report the performance of baseline algorithm, which answers the query by finding nearest neighbors for all data points in the road network. Fig. 7 shows the effect of k on the query processing time. The query processing time increases for both naïve and SWIFT algorithm with k. However, the query time of naïve algorithm is affected linearly, as the value of k is increasing linearly and naïve algorithm finds kNN for every data object in the network. Hence, its time also increases linearly. Fig. 8 shows the effect POIs on query processing time. The query processing time of naïve algorithm decreases dramatically, because when the number of edges with data points are few, naïve algorithm has to transverse more sequences in order to find kNN for each data point in the road network. However for SWIFT the time increases as the number of edges having data points increase. This is because when there are many data points the calls to range-NN also increases which make the algorithm expand the network many times. Fig. 9 shows the effect of k on the number of pruned sequences. Number of pruned sequences decreases as the value k is increased. It is because when k is large more data objects become RNN of query point q. Hence, fewer nodes are marked as choke nodes and more sequences are expanded which results in lower number of chocked sequences.
B. Results Evaluation
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied RkNN in a directed road network and proposed a new algorithm called SWIFT. Experimental results indicate that the algorithm with pruning rules reduced the computation time significantly. In future we want to study RkNN in a directed road network where query object is moving in the road network and the result of RkNN may change. This is a relatively challenging problem as querying at timestamps depletes the battery of mobile host very quickly. 
